Custard are a successful marketing agency. Their clients are varied and so are their
printing requirements. Headline tries where it can to anticipate their needs based on
past experience, and will help by making suggestions on ways to improve the finished
printing product.
Client Profile:

Petra Clayton, Managing Director, Custard Communications.

Custard Communications are experts in
creating and delivering brave marketing
and PR plans to help the hospitality
industry to engage with customers,
increase brand awareness, encourage trial
and drive footfall. From understanding
behavioural patterns to steering marketing
campaigns and delivery they will provide a
full marketing and PR plan that will work
for their clients.

“The team are quick to
respond and always thinking
ahead”.
Petra Clayton, Managing Director

“When we set our business up in
2007 we already had an extensive
network of printers from previous
jobs and projects. However, it
has always been important to us
to find the right printer who can
be as fluid and reactive as us for
our clients’ needs and we were
not disappointed when we were
introduced to Headline. We have
been working with Mark and the
team for many years and have
been able to increase the variety of
work we provide thanks to Mark’s
input and speed. We regularly
use Headline for most of our

print, from invitations through to
large scale exhibition stands and
we are never disappointed. The
team are quick to respond and
always thinking ahead, helping
us to get the best out of our print
projects and helping us choose the
right stocks and vehicle for our
marketing messages. I wouldn’t
hesitate to recommend Headline
as we have always found them
to be professional, quick and
competitive and it makes our job
so much easier knowing we have
someone around the corner we
can rely on anytime”
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